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Newsletter
November has started with a bang for us in the Great North Maths Hub
with many Work Groups meeting for their first face to face days. It has
been so lovely to have welcomed close to 100 teachers and senior
leaders from across our region as they start working on a shared focus.
It has also been the month where our two Secondary and two Primary
Teaching for Mastery Specialists have set off for two weeks in Shanghai
as part of NCETM’s England-China Exchange. They are among around
100 expert mathematics teachers from schools across England taking
part in an exchange as part of the Maths Hubs Programme. The
purpose of the exchange is to further develop the understanding and
implementation of mastery approaches to teaching maths in their
schools, and in local partner schools they will be working with during
the school year 2019/20. To find out more about their visit, what they
have learnt and their experience, head over to Twitter and follow
#GNMHShanghai.
This month’s newsletter contains three articles from across our team.
Karen Knox, one of our Maths Hub leads writes about teaching for
depth of understanding in Secondary and focuses on the use of
representations. From our Primary team, Anna Bunce our Assistant
Maths Hub Lead writes about Magnitude of numbers and how she
developed this concept in her own KS2 classes. Once you have read
the article, you can see what this looked like in practice here.
December will see the start of this year’s Subject Knowledge
Enhancement Programme for Early Years Teachers Work Group. This
month, Lindsey Hassan, one of our Early Years team members shares
some of the research used in the Work Group as well as giving us an
insight into how she has used stories in her own practice. Finally we
are launching our Christmas competition in this newsletter! Read to
the end to find out how you can enter. Happy reading!

NCETM UPDATES

NEW VIDEO!

SECONDARY

PRIMARY

This new five minute
video from NCETM
celebrates the work of the
Maths Hubs Programme
to date. We are delighted
to be part of such a
transformational
programme!

Sets of videos which explain
how the Secondary Mastery
Professional Development
Materials suggest using
manipulatives have been
published. The first is a set of
six short videos focussing on
the use of algebra tiles. The
second set of four videos
looks closely at cuisenaire
rods.

This November edition of
Primary Round Up includes
an article on unitising, a
crucial skill that children
need for moving from
additive to multiplicative
maths. There is also a feature
from Eugenia Cheng who
reflects on the question:
Does gender affect whether
children like maths?
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MEET OUR TEAM
This month we would like to
introduce you all to David
Baldwin. David is the Senior
Lead for the Great North Maths
Hub, having been instrumental in
the creation of the Great North
Maths Hub in 2014. David
started his career as a secondary
Maths teacher in North Tyneside
and has been in post as
Headteacher of Churchill
Community College since
September 2000. Providing the
best possible life chances for
young people is at the heart of
everything David does. This has
led to David playing a pivotal
role in establishing the North
Tyneside Learning Trust
providing a wide range of
opportunities to the 45 schools.
He also established the academy
sponsor, North Tyneside
Academy Foundation which acts
as the sponsor to Grasmere
Academy. Within North
Tyneside, David also chairs the
Schools Forum, the Education
Improvement Partnership and
the Wallsend Children’s
Community which works in
partnership with Save the
Children. Having started his
career in Mathematics, working
with the Maths Hub allows David
to maintain his passion for
mathematics and provide the
Great North Maths Hub with a
strategic view of mathematics
teaching in our region and the
direction of work for the year
ahead. His work as a member of
the Maths Hub Council enables
him to help shape the direction
and accountability of the Maths
Hub programme nationally.

Training Suite
Spotlight on Secondary
Well, Christmas is nearly here and before we know it we’ll be wondering where did 2019 go?
Maybe we will be anticipating a 2020 filled with excitement as we rattle on towards GCSE season
and beyond; or perhaps the post-Brexit era will bring unforeseen challenges and benefits to the
education and research landscape.
Whatever your hopes and dreams we can be certain that we are living in a time of change, and
now more than ever we are working with young people who will move into the world of work in a
very different way to my, and possibly your, experiences. What are we doing to equip our
youngsters with what they need to get by in this unfamiliar and fast changing universe? I’m hoping
that this is the year that the secondary maths world is really embracing the idea of teaching for
depth of understanding, looking closely at how we, as mathematicians, convey our expert
knowledge.
I often despair at the Year 11 situation when, once again, when
fractions are in play, the student claims no prior knowledge of any of
the skills necessary to solve a problem. Wouldn’t it be lovely, Oliver,
if the learning from KS2 was sustained into KS4 and built upon? How
can we ensure that students do understand fractions, appreciate
where they are on a scale, know what effect they have as operators
and have the skills to manipulate them? What about the point where,
in algebra, a variable on both sides is a step too far, and the KS4
student is bemused. Wouldn’t it lovely (again), Oliver, if those skills
used in KS2 were in play and the solution reached without any
mystery?
Perhaps one of the solutions is right in front of us, or at least should
be. We need to use many more representations. Going right back to
pictures. It is definitely not something that we are all comfortable
with – I know my default approach when solving complex problems is
algebra – and it is definitely an area for development. At primary
school, representations such as bar modelling have allowed many more children to access difficult
multi-step questions and fully understand what operations are implied – because they can see
them!
The opportunity is here. It’s BARVEMBER, and there is a problem a day to work on and develop
your bar modelling skills. For some advanced representations check out GeoGebra, and look at all
the resources that talented pedagogues have created and are now making freely available. Be
open to new ideas!
Karen Knox, Maths Hub Lead

CHRISTMAS COMPETITION TIME!
We love a competition in the Great North and we LOVE Christmas! Inspired by a
recent Numicon training session, this year we have decided to combine the two
and offer a prize for the creation of a Christmas inspired Numicon design similar
to the examples shown - though we expect your classes will be more creative!
Tweet your class creations to us (@GNMH_Maths Hub) and use the hashtag
#GNMHXmas. The winning design will receive a class set of our I 💙 Maths
badges! We can’t wait to see your designs!
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Spotlight on Primary
Planning our Subject Knowledge for the Teaching of Mathematics Workgroup, we included a section
in Number Sense, about Magnitude. Magnitude is the appreciation of the size or value of a number,
compared to other numbers.
In Early Years, this will be shown along a number line, discussing and
comparing the different quantities.

Two examples have stood out in my upper KS2 class. Firstly, really understanding the value of 1
million and comparing this to 1 billion. We often use Place Value Charts, that are pleasing to the eye
and equally spaced, but these don’t help appreciate the magnitude of the large numbers – they
should not all have equally spaced columns when you consider the comparison of the numbers. By
this I mean, the Ones column should be 1 millimetre wide, compared to One Million at a metre wide.
We start by ensuring all pupils are familiar with the column names and places. Then writing out one
million and one billion in figures.

Then, I ask pupils how many days would 1 million seconds be? I give them plenty of time to work this
out. Often pupils work out how many seconds there are in one day and divide this into 1 million. Next, I
model a calculation from seconds, to minutes, to hours, to days:

So, 1 million seconds is the same as 11.57 days. We then point out, should you wish to count to a
million, it would take you over 11 days! This seems a long time to my pupils, without a break for food,
sleep or the Xbox!
Next, we predict how much longer 1 billion seconds would be. How much longer do you think? Then
we calculate one billion seconds into years.
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So, 1 billion seconds is over 31 and a half years! Wow! No one had predicted that. Pupils look back
to the place value chart and see the magnitude of these large numbers, just 3 places apart, but
over 31 years in time. We then go on to investigate numbers that are worth over a million and a
billion and in fact, how few companies do make over a billion pounds in revenue.
Secondly, I share about the tiny magnitude of numbers with 3 decimal places. We are not so
familiar with these numbers, using 2 decimal
places in money, measure and even time. My
Year 6 class were struggling to comprehend
how small these numbers were, so we looked
at number lines and rulers.
Beginning with, to 1 decimal place. We
compared these to money, 2.1 = £2.10. Pupils
can easily see the value of 2.3mm as well.
Next, compare to 2 decimal places, I describe
this as a magnifying glass looking into the first
number line. Again, comparison to pounds
and pence is easy, but when you look at the
size on a ruler, the magnitude begins to sink
in.

Finally, to the 3 decimal place numbers, the ones my Year 6 were finding hard to comprehend. A
comparison to pounds and pence leads to ½ pennies and I’m showing my age. But, the fact this
now cannot be seen on a ruler by the naked eye, finally showed my Year 6 how tiny these numbers
are.
Anna Bunce, Assistant Maths Hub Lead, Head of Maths at Meadowdale Academy, Bedlington
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Spotlight on Early Years
A key focus of the Early Years Subject
Knowledge Enhancement Programme Work
Group is the practice and pedagogy of
teaching early number sense. In her article for
NRich, Jenni Black outlines 7 key ideas which
‘capture the essence’ of Early Number Sense.
These are:

favourite of mine - and one which my classes
have always responded really enthusiastically
towards - is ‘There Was an Old Lady.’ As well as
being inspirational and motivational to the
children, beginning with the story makes the
concept more accessible. To use this as a
teaching sequence, the children first learnt the
story using actions and a pictorial story map
allowing visualisation of the growing structure.
Once they had internalised the story, the
children then used their own ideas to explore
representations of
the pattern. This
open-ended
activity led the
children to discuss
‘What’s the same?
What’s different?’
as they were
fascinated by each
other’s
representations
and naturally
compared and
made links
between them.
From these experiences, the children were
then able to generalise in response to the
question, ‘What do you notice?’

1. An awareness of the relationship between
number and quantity
2. An understanding of number symbols,
vocabulary and meaning
3. The ability to engage in systematic counting,
including notions of cardinality and ordinality
4. An awareness of magnitude and
comparisons between different magnitudes
5. An understanding of different
representations of number
6. Competence with simple mathematical
operations
7. An awareness of number patterns including
recognising missing numbers

(Photographs can be found here)

Opportunities to explore pattern within
number is a crucial step in the developmental
learning trajectories which guide children
through their mathematical thinking (more
information on this can be found in the
research of Clements and Sarama). During our
Work Group we discuss growing patterns and
previous participants’ action research around
this particular idea has shown impact across
each of the 7 ideas mentioned above.

This was a low threshold, high ceiling activity
with access for all. The depth of the children’s
generalisations as a result of internalising the
structure exemplifies how exploration of
pattern in the early years lays the foundations
for later mathematical thinking. It is
fundamental preparatory learning to support
conceptual understanding of early algebra,
number relationships and mathematical
structures. NCETM’s EYFS progression chart
for Pattern provides practitioners with further,
in-depth and practical information on
experiences and opportunities which can be
developed across your provision.

Growing patterns can be introduced using
stories such as; The Napping House, Rooster’s
Off to See the World, I Went Walking, A Frog in
the Bog, and, topically – Twelve Days of
Christmas (My previous class innovated their
own version of this, sticking to the growing
pattern, and it made a lovely, personalised
encore to our Christmas nativity!). A particular

Lindsey Hassan, Great North Maths Hub
Mastery Readiness Lead, Early Years Work
Group Lead
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